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ABSTRACT
Spherical harmonic moments are well-suited for capturing anisotropy at any scale in the flux of cosmic rays. An
unambiguous measurement of the full set of spherical harmonic coefficients requires full-sky coverage. This can
be achieved by combining data from observatories located in both the northern and southern hemispheres. To this
end, a joint analysis using data recorded at the Telescope Array and the Pierre Auger Observatory above 1019 eV is
presented in this work. The resulting multipolar expansion of the flux of cosmic rays allows us to perform a series
of anisotropy searches, and in particular to report on the angular power spectrum of cosmic rays above 1019 eV.
No significant deviation from isotropic expectations is found throughout the analyses performed. Upper limits on
the amplitudes of the dipole and quadrupole moments are derived as a function of the direction in the sky, varying
between 7% and 13% for the dipole and between 7% and 10% for a symmetric quadrupole.
Key words: astroparticle physics – cosmic rays
Online-only material: color figures
1. INTRODUCTION
The large-scale distribution of arrival directions of cosmic
rays is an important observable in attempts to understand their
origin. This is because this observable is closely connected to
both their source distribution and propagation. Due to scattering
in magnetic fields, the anisotropy imprinted upon the distribution
of arrival directions is mainly expected at large scales up to the
highest energies. Large-scale patterns with anisotropy contrast
at the level of 10−4 to 10−3 have been reported by several
experiments for energies below 1015 eV where the high flux
of cosmic rays allows the collection of a large number of events
(Amenomori et al. 2005; Guillian et al. 2007; Aglietta et al.
2009; Abdo et al. 2009; Abbasi et al. 2010, 2011, 2012; Aartsen
et al. 2013). For energies above a few 1015 eV, the decrease of the
flux with energy makes it challenging to collect the necessary
statistics required to reveal amplitudes down to 10−3 or 10−2.
Upper limits at the level of a few percent have been obtained at
'1016 eV (Curcio et al. 2013) and '1018 eV (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration 2011a, 2012).
The anisotropy of any angular distribution on the sphere
is encoded in the corresponding set of spherical harmonic
moments a`m. Although not predictable in a quantitative way
at present, large-scale anisotropies might be expected from
various mechanisms of propagation of cosmic rays. A non-
zero dipole moment is naturally expected from propagation
models leading to a cosmic ray density gradient embedding
127 Deceased.
128 Now at Konan University.
129 Now at NYU Abu Dhabi.
130 Also at the Universidad Autonoma de Chiapas on leave of absence from
Cinvestav.
the observer. Even in the absence of a density gradient, a
measurable dipole moment might result from the motion of
the Earth or of the massive objects in the neighborhood of
the Milky-Way relative to a possibly stationary cosmic-ray rest
frame (Compton & Getting 1935; Kachelriess & Serpico 2006;
Harari et al. 2010). On the other hand, excesses along a plane,
for instance the super-Galactic one, would be detectable as a
prominent quadrupole. The dipole and the quadrupole moments
are thus of special interest, but an access to the full set of
multipoles is relevant to characterize departures from isotropy
at all scales. However, since cosmic ray observatories at ground
level have only a partial-sky coverage, the recovering of these
multipoles turns out to be nearly impossible without explicit
assumptions on the shape of the underlying angular distribution
(Sommers 2001). Indeed, for an angular distribution described
by a multipolar expansion bounded to some degree `, the
multipole coefficients can only be estimated within a resolution
degraded exponentially with ` (Billoir & Deligny 2008). In
most cases, given the available statistics, only the dipole and the
quadrupole moments can be estimated with a relevant resolution
under the assumption that the flux of cosmic rays is purely
dipolar or purely dipolar and quadrupolar, respectively. Evading
such hypotheses and thus measuring the multipoles to any
order in an unambiguous way requires full-sky coverage. At
present, full-sky coverage can only be achieved through the
meta-analysis of data recorded at observatories located in both
hemispheres.
The Telescope Array and the Pierre Auger Observatory are
the two largest experiments ever built to study ultra-high energy
cosmic rays in each hemisphere. The aim of the joint analysis
reported in this article is to search for anisotropy with full-sky
coverage by combining the data of the two experiments. The data
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sets used for this search are described in Section 2 together with
some properties and performances of the experiments relevant
for this study. Special emphasis is given to the control of the
event counting rate with time and local angles as well as to the
respective exposures to each direction of the sky. To facilitate
this first joint analysis, the energy threshold used in this report,
1019 eV, is chosen to guarantee that both observatories operate
with full detection efficiency for any of the events selected
in each data set. Above this energy, the respective exposure
functions follow purely geometric expectations.
The analysis method to estimate the spherical harmonic mo-
ments a`m is presented in Section 3, together with its statistical
performance. The main challenge in combining the data sets
is to account adequately for the relative exposures of both ex-
periments. The empirical approach adopted here is shown in
Section 4 to meet the challenge. Results of the estimated mul-
tipole coefficients are then presented and illustrated in several
ways in Section 5 with, in particular, reports for the first time
of a significance full-sky map of the overdensities and under-
densities and of the angular power spectrum above 1019 eV.
Several cross-checks against systematic effects are presented in
Section 6, showing the robustness of the analyses. Finally, the
results are discussed in Section 7, together with some prospects
for future joint analyses.
2. THE OBSERVATORIES AND THE DATA SET
2.1. The Pierre Auger Observatory
The Pierre Auger Observatory, from which data taking started
in 2004 and which has been fully operational since 2008 January,
is located in the southern hemisphere in Malargu¨e, Argentina
(mean latitude −35.◦2; The Pierre Auger Collaboration 2004).
It consists of 1660 water-Cherenkov detectors laid out over
about 3000 km2 overlooked by 27 fluorescence telescopes
grouped in five buildings. The hybrid nature of the Pierre Auger
Observatory enables the assignment of the energy of each event
to be derived in a calorimetric way through the calibration of
the shower size measured with the surface detector array by the
energy measured with the fluorescence telescopes on a subset
of high quality hybrid events (The Pierre Auger Collaboration
2008).
The data set used in this study consists of events recorded
by the surface detector array from 2004 January 1 up to 2012
December 31 with zenith angles up to 60◦. Optimal angular
and energy reconstructions are ensured by requiring that all
six neighbors of the water-Cherenkov detector with the highest
signal were active at the time each event was recorded (The
Pierre Auger Collaboration 2010). Based on this condition, the
angular resolution is of about '1◦ (Bonifazi et al. 2009); while
the energy resolution above 1019 eV amounts about to 10%
(The Pierre Auger Collaboration 2008) with a systematic
uncertainty on the absolute energy scale of 14% (Verzi et al.
2013). The full efficiency of the surface detector array is reached
above 3×1018 eV (The Pierre Auger Collaboration 2010). With
a corresponding total exposure of 31,440 km2 sr yr, the total
number of events above 1019 eV is 8259.
2.2. The Telescope Array
The Telescope Array, which has been fully operational since
2008 March, is located in the Northern hemisphere in Utah, USA
(mean latitude +39.◦3). It consists of 507 scintillator detectors
covering an area of approximately 700 km2 (Abu-Zayyad et al.
2012a) overlooked on dark nights by 38 fluorescence telescopes
located at three sites (Tokuno et al. 2012; Abu-Zayyad et al.
2012b). The scintillator detector array allows the detection of
cosmic rays with high duty cycle by sampling at the ground level
the lateral distribution of the showers induced in the atmosphere.
On the other hand, the fluorescence detectors are used to sample
the longitudinal profiles of the showers, allowing a calorimetric
measurement of the energy, as with the Auger Observatory.
The subset of events detected simultaneously by both detection
techniques is then used to rescale the energy of the events
recorded by the scintillator detector array to the calorimetric
estimate provided by the fluorescence detectors (Abu-Zayyad
et al. 2013a).
The data set provided for the present study by the Telescope
Array consists of events recorded between 2008 May 11 and
2013 May 3 with zenith angles smaller than 55◦. The selection
of the events is based on both fiducial and quality criteria. Each
event must include at least five scintillator detectors (counters),
and the counter with the largest signal must be surrounded by
four working counters that are its nearest neighbors, excluding
diagonal separation, on a 1200 m grid. Both the timing and the
lateral distribution fits of the signals must have χ2/ndf value less
than 4. The angular uncertainty estimated by the timing fit must
be less than 5◦, and the fractional uncertainty in the shower size
estimated by the lateral distribution fit must be less than 25%.
Based on these criteria, the energy above which the surface
scintillator array operates with full efficiency is '8×1018 eV.
The energy resolution is better than 20% above 1019 eV with
a systematic uncertainty on the absolute energy scale of 21%
(Abu-Zayyad et al. 2013b). The total exposure is 6040 km2 sr yr,
for a total number of events above 1019 eV amounting to 2130.
2.3. Control of the Event Rate
Control of the event rate is of critical importance. The
magnitude of the spurious pattern imprinted in the arrival
directions by any effect of experimental origin must be kept
under control. This is essential if this magnitude is larger than
the fluctuations on the anisotropy parameters intrinsic to the
available statistics.
The instantaneous exposure of each experiment is not con-
stant in time due to the construction phase of the observatories
and to unavoidable dead times of detectors (e.g., failures of elec-
tronics, power supply, communication system, etc.). This trans-
lates into modulations of the event rates even for an isotropic
flux. However, these dead times concern only a few detectors
and are randomly distributed over operation time, so that once
averaged over several years of data taking, the relative modu-
lations of both exposure functions in local sidereal time turn
out to be not larger than a few per thousand. The impact for
anisotropy searches is thus expected to be negligible given the
small statistics available.
In terms of local angles, the event counting rate is controlled
by the relationship between the measured shower size and
zenith angle used to estimate the energy by accounting for the
attenuation of the showers in the atmosphere. For an isotropic
flux and full efficiency, the distribution in zenith angles dN/dθ
of a surface detector array is expected to be proportional to
sin θ cos θ for solid angle and geometry reasons, so that the
distribution in dN/d sin2 θ is expected to be uniform. Note that
this distribution is quasi-invariant to large-scale anisotropies
(The Pierre Auger Collaboration 2012), so that requiring the
distributions dN/d sin2 θ to be uniform constitutes a well-suited
tool to control the event counting rate. Both distributions are
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Figure 1. Distributions dN/d sin2 θ above 1019 eV for the data of the Pierre Auger Observatory (left) and of the Telescope Array (right). The expected intensity levels
are shown as the dotted lines.
shown in Figure 1 to be indeed uniform above 1019 eV within
statistical uncertainties.
Due to the steepness of the energy spectrum, the event
counting rate can also be largely distorted by systematic changes
of the energy estimate with time and/or local angles. The two
main effects acting in this way, namely, the atmospheric and
geomagnetic effects, are by default accounted for in large-scale
anisotropy searches reported by the Auger collaboration (The
Pierre Auger Collaboration 2008, 2011b). This is necessary
given the available statistics around 1018 eV. However, above
1019 eV, the impact of these effects is marginal given the reduced
statistics. The fact that the same treatment is not implemented
in the data set provided by the Telescope Array has no impact
on the accuracy of the anisotropy measurements presented in
this report, as is shown below.
Changes of atmospheric conditions are known to modulate
the event rate as a function of time. This is because the
development of an extensive air shower is sensitive to the
atmospheric pressure and air density in a way which influences
the measurement of the shower size at a fixed distance from
the core, and consequently the measurement of the energy. To
avoid the undesired variations of the event rate induced by these
effects, the observed shower size has to be related to the one
that would have been measured at some fixed reference values
of pressure and density. Such a procedure is implemented to
produce the data set recorded at the Pierre Auger Observatory
(The Pierre Auger Collaboration 2008).
Assuming there is no variation of the cosmic-ray flux over
a timescale of a few years, the fact that the time windows of
the data sets provided by the two observatories are different has
no impact on the anisotropy searches presented in this report,
given that more than three years of data are considered in each
set separately. With at least three years of data taking, indeed,
the event rate variation at the solar timescale decouples from the
one at the sidereal timescale, so that any significant modulation
of the event rate of experimental origin, primarily visible at the
solar timescale, would not significantly impact the event rate at
the sidereal timescale (Billoir & Letessier-Selvon 2008).
Although there is no shower size correction for weather
effects in the data set of the Telescope Array, it is worth noting,
however, that the natural timescale at which the modulation
of the event rate operates is the solar one. This means that
over whole years of data taking as in the present analysis, such
a modulation is expected to be partially compensated at the
sidereal timescale, as just emphasized. The size of the residual
effect, together with the level of the sideband effect induced
by a seasonal modulation of the daily counting rate, can be
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Figure 2. Amplitude of first harmonic at the anti-sidereal timescale measured
with Auger (black solid line) and Telescope Array (red dashed line) data.
The curves are the background expectations from the respective Rayleigh
distributions.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
checked empirically by evaluating the amplitude of the first
harmonics for fictitious right ascension angles calculated by
dilating the time of the events in such a way that a solar day
lasts about four minutes longer (Farley & Storey 1954). The
corresponding timescale is called the anti-sidereal one. A first
harmonic amplitude standing out from the background noise at
such an unphysical timescale would be indicative of important
spurious effects of instrumental origin in the measurement of
the first harmonic coefficients at the sidereal timescale. The
measured values are shown in Figure 2 for each experiment,
together with the respective Rayleigh distributions expected
from statistical fluctuations. The amplitudes are seen to be
compatible with that expected from the Rayleigh distributions.
This provides support that the counting rate is not affected by
spurious modulations of instrumental origin at the Pierre Auger
Observatory—as expected from the corrections of the signal
sizes—and at the Telescope Array as well.
Moreover, since we aim at characterizing the arrival direc-
tions in both right ascension and declination angles, it is also
important to control the event rate in terms of local angles.
The geomagnetic field turns out to influence shower develop-
ments and shower size estimations at a fixed energy due to the
broadening of the spatial distribution of particles in the direction
of the Lorentz force. The strength of the resulting modulation
of the event rate depends on the angle between the incoming
direction of each event and the direction of the transverse com-
ponent of the geomagnetic field. The event rate is thus distorted
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independently of time as a function of local zenith and azimuth
angles, and thus as a function of the declination. To eliminate
these distortions, the data set recorded at the Pierre Auger Ob-
servatory is produced by relating the shower size of each event
to the one that would have been observed in the absence of
the geomagnetic field (The Pierre Auger Collaboration 2011b).
However, the impact of these corrections is shown in Section 6
to be marginal given the limited statistics above 1019 eV. That the
same kind of corrections are not carried out on the data set pro-
vided by the Telescope Array is thus unimportant for the present
study. This is further reinforced by the fact that geomagnetic ef-
fects are expected to be more important for a water-Cherenkov
detector array which is more sensitive to muonic signal than
for a scintillator one as measurements are made up to larger
zenith angles.
2.4. Directional Exposures
The directional exposure ω(n) provides the effective time-
integrated collecting area for a flux from each direction of
the sky. The small variations of the exposure in sidereal time
translate into small variations of the directional exposure in right
ascension. However, given the small size of these variations,
the relative modulations of the respective directional exposure
functions in right ascension turn out to be less than a few
10−3. Given that the limited statistics currently available above
1019 eV cannot allow an estimation of each a`m coefficient with
a precision better than a few percent, the non-uniformities of
both ωTA and ωAuger in right ascension can be neglected. Both
functions are consequently considered to depend only on the
declination hereafter.
Since the energy threshold of 1019 eV guarantees that both
experiments are fully efficient in their respective zenith range
[0, θmax], the directional exposure relies only on geometrical
acceptance terms. The dependence on declination can then be
obtained in an analytical way (Sommers 2001) as
ωi(n) = Ai(cos λi cos δ sin αm + αm sin λi sin δ), (1)
where λi is the latitude of the considered experiment, the
parameter αm is given by
αm =
(0; ξ > 1,
π; ξ < −1,
arccos ξ ; otherwise,
(2)
with ξ ≡ (cos θmax − sin λi sin δ)/ cos λi cos δ, and the nor-
malization factors Ai chosen such that the integration of each
ωi function over 4π matches the (total) exposure of the corre-
sponding experiment. The directional exposure functions ωi(δ)
of each experiment are shown in Figure 3. Given the respective
latitudes of both observatories and with the maximum zenith
angle used here, overall, it is clearly seen that full-sky coverage
is indeed achieved when summing both functions. Also, and it
will be important in the following, it is interesting to note that
a common band of declination, namely, −15◦ 6 δ 6 25◦, is
covered by both experiments.
In principle, the combined directional exposure of the two
experiments should be simply the sum of the individual ones.
However, individual exposures have to be re-weighted here by
some empirical factor b due to the unavoidable uncertainty in
the relative exposures of the experiments:
ω(n; b) = ωTA(n) + b ωAuger(n). (3)
Written in this way, b is a dimensionless parameter of or-
der unity. In practice, only an estimation b¯ of the factor b
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Figure 3. Directional exposure above 1019 eV as obtained by summing
the nominal individual ones of the Telescope Array and the Pierre Auger
Observatory, as a function of the declination. The overlapping sky region is
indicated by the yellow band.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
can be obtained, so that only an estimation of the direc-
tional exposure ω¯(n) ≡ ω(n; b¯) can be achieved through
Equation (3). The procedure used for obtaining b¯ from the
joint data set is described in Section 4. In addition, although
the techniques for assigning energies to events are nearly the
same, there are differences as to how the primary energies are
derived at the Telescope Array and the Pierre Auger Observa-
tory. Currently, systematic uncertainties in the energy scale of
both experiments amount to about 21% and 14%, respectively
(Abu-Zayyad et al. 2013b; Verzi et al. 2013). This encompasses
the adopted fluorescence yield, the uncertainties for the abso-
lute calibration of the fluorescence telescopes, the influence of
the atmosphere transmission used in the reconstruction, the un-
certainties in the shower reconstruction, and the uncertainties
in the correction factor for the missing energy. Uncovering and
understanding the sources of systematic uncertainties in the rel-
ative energy scale is beyond the scope of this report and will
be addressed elsewhere. However, such a potential shift in en-
ergy leads to different counting rates above some fixed energy
threshold, which induces fake anisotropies. Formally, these fake
anisotropies are similar to the ones resulting from a shift in the
relative exposures of the experiments.131 The parameter b can
thus be viewed as an effective correction which absorbs any kind
of systematic uncertainties in the relative exposures, whatever
the sources of these uncertainties. This empirical factor is arbi-
trarily chosen to re-weight the directional exposure of the Pierre
Auger Observatory relatively to the one of the Telescope Array.
3. ESTIMATION OF SPHERICAL
HARMONIC COEFFICIENTS
The observed angular distribution of cosmic rays, dN/dΩ,
can be naturally modeled as the sum of Dirac functions on
the surface of the unit sphere whose arguments are the arrival
directions {n1, . . . , nN } of the events,
dN (n)
dΩ
=
NX
i=1
δ(n, ni). (4)
131 Note, however, that this statement is not exactly rigorous in the case of
energy-dependent anisotropies in the underlying flux of cosmic rays, or in the
case when the relative energy scale is zenith angle dependent.
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Throughout this section, arrival directions are expressed in the
equatorial coordinate system (declination δ and right ascension
α) since this is the most natural one tied to the Earth in describing
the directional exposure of any experiment. The random sample
{n1, . . . , nN } results from a Poisson process whose average is
the flux of cosmic rays Φ(n) coupled to the directional exposure
ω(n) of the considered experiment,¿
dN (n)
dΩ
À
= ω(n) Φ(n). (5)
As for any angular distribution on the unit sphere, the flux of
cosmic ray Φ(n) can be decomposed in terms of a multipolar
expansion onto the spherical harmonics Y`m(n),
Φ(n) =
X
`>0
X`
m=−`
a`mY`m(n). (6)
Any anisotropy fingerprint is encoded in the multipoles a`m.
Non-zero amplitudes in the ` modes contribute in variations
of the flux on an angular scale '1/` radians. The rest of this
section is dedicated to the definition of an estimator a¯`m of the
multipolar coefficients and to the derivation of the statistical
properties of this estimator.
With full-sky but non-uniform coverage, the customary recipe
for decoupling directional exposure effects from anisotropy ones
consists in weighting the observed angular distribution by the
inverse of the relative directional exposure function (Sommers
2001)
dN˜ (n)
dΩ
= 1
ω¯r (n)
dN (n)
dΩ
. (7)
The relative directional exposure ω¯r is a dimensionless function
normalized to unity at its maximum. When the function ω (or
ωr ) is known from a single experiment, the averaged angular
distribution hdN˜/dΩi from Equation (5) is identified with
the flux of cosmic rays Φ(n) times the total exposure of the
experiment. In turn, when combining the exposure of the two
experiments, the relationship between hdN˜/dΩi and Φ(n) is
no longer so straightforward due to the finite resolution in
estimating the parameter b introduced in Equation (3). To first
order, it can be expressed as*
dN˜ (n)
dΩ
+
'
¿
1
ω¯r (n)
À
ω(n) Φ(n). (8)
For an unbiased estimator of b with a resolution132 not larger
than '10%, the relative differences between h1/ω¯r (n)i and
1/ωr (n) are actually not larger than 10−3 in such a way that
hdN˜/dΩi can still be identified to Φ(n) times the total exposure
to a very good approximation. Consequently, the a¯`m coefficients
recovered, defined as
a¯`m =
Z
4π
dΩ
dN˜ (n)
dΩ
Y`m(n) =
NX
i=1
Y`m(ni)
ω¯r (ni)
, (9)
provide unbiased estimators of the underlying a`m multipoles
since the relationship ha¯`mi = a`m can be established by
propagating Equation (8) into ha¯`mi.
132 The actual resolution in b obtained in Section 4 is '3.9%.
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Figure 4. Influence of the uncertainty in the relative exposures between the two
experiments on the resolution of the recovered a¯`0 coefficients, for different
values of the resolution on b. On the y axis, the term σ 0`0 is obtained by
dropping the second term inside the square root in the expression of σ`0 (see
Equation (11)).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
Using the estimators defined in Equation (9), the expected
resolution σ`m on each a`m multipole can be inferred from the
second moment of dN˜/dΩ accordingly to Poisson statistics,*
dN˜ (n)
dΩ
dN˜ (n0)
dΩ0
+
=
¿
1
ω¯r (n)ω¯r (n0)
À
× [ω(n)ω(n0) Φ(n) Φ(n0) + ω(n) Φ(n) δ(n, n0)].
(10)
Once propagated into the covariance matrix of the estimated
a¯`m coefficients, Equation (10) allows the determination of σ`m
in the case of relatively small {a`m}`>1 coefficients compared
to a00. Using as above the fact that h1/ω¯r (n)i can be accurately
replaced by 1/ωr (n), the resolution parameters σ`m read
σ`m '
·
a00√
4π
Z
4π
dΩ
¿
1
ω¯2r (n)
À
ω(n) Y 2`m(n)
+
a200
4π
Z
4π
dΩ dΩ0
·¿
1
ω¯r (n) ω¯r (n0)
À
× ω(n) ω(n0) − 1
¸
Y`m(n) Y`m(n0)
¸1/2
. (11)
If b was known with perfect accuracy, the second term in Equa-
tion (11) would vanish, and the resolution of the a`m coefficients
would be driven by Poisson fluctuations only as in the case of
a single experiment. However, having at one’s disposal an es-
timation of b only, the second term reflects the effect of the
uncertainty in the relative exposures of the two experiments.
For a directional exposure independent of the right ascension,
the azimuthal dependences of the spherical harmonics can be
factorized from the whole solid angle integrations so that the
whole term is non-zero only for m = 0. Its influence is illus-
trated in Figure 4, where the ratio between the total expression
of σ`0 and the partial one, ignoring this second term inside the
square root, is plotted as a function of the multipole ` for dif-
ferent resolution values on b. While this ratio amounts to '1.5
for ` = 1 and σ (b)/b = 3.5%, it falls to '1.1 for ` = 2 and
then tends to 1 for higher multipole values. Consequently, in ac-
cordance with naive expectations, the uncertainty in the b factor
mainly impacts the resolution in the dipole coefficient a10 while
it has a small influence on the quadrupole coefficient a20 and a
marginal one on higher order moments {a`0}`>3.
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Figure 5. Reconstruction of a10 (left) and a20 (right) with the iterative procedure, in the case of an underlying isotropic flux. Expectations are shown as the Gaussian
curves whose resolution parameters are from Equation (11).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
4. THE JOINT-ANALYSIS METHOD
AND ITS PERFORMANCES
A band of declinations around the equatorial plane is exposed
to the fields of view of both experiments, namely, for decli-
nations between −15◦ and 25◦. This overlapping region can
be used for designing an empirical procedure to obtain a rele-
vant estimate of the parameter b. The basic starting point is the
following. For an isotropic flux, the fluxes measured indepen-
dently by both experiments in the common band would have to
be identical. The commonly covered declination band could thus
be used for cross-calibrating empirically the fluxes of the ex-
periments and for delivering an overall unbiased estimate of the
parameter b. Since the shapes of the exposure functions are not
identical in the overlapping region (see Figure 3), the observed
fluxes are not expected to be identical in case of anisotropies.
For small anisotropies, however, this guiding idea can neverthe-
less be implemented in an iterative algorithm, finally delivering
estimates of the parameter b and of the multipole coefficients at
the same time.
Let us consider a joint data set with all events detected in
excess of some energy threshold. The way the individual energy
scales are chosen to select a common threshold, whether using
nominal energies or any cross-calibration procedure, does not
matter at this stage. For anisotropies which do not vary suddenly
with energy, only a reasonable starting point is required to
guarantee that the anisotropy search pertains to events with
energies in excess of roughly the same energy threshold for both
experiments. Then, considering as a first approximation the flux
Φ(n) as isotropic, the overlapping region ΔΩ can be utilized to
derive a first estimate b¯(0) of the b factor by forcing the fluxes of
both experiments to be identical in this particular region. This
can be easily achieved in practice, by taking the ratio of the
ΔNTA and ΔNAuger events observed in the overlapping region
ΔΩ weighted by the ratio of nominal exposures,
b¯(0) = ΔNAuger
ΔNTA
R
ΔΩ dΩ ωTA(n)R
ΔΩ dΩ ωAuger(n)
. (12)
Then, inserting b¯(0) into ω¯, “zero-order” a¯(0)`m coefficients can be
obtained. This set of coefficients is only a rough estimation, due
to the limiting assumption on the flux (isotropy).
On the other hand, the expected number of events in the
common band for each observatory, ΔnexpTA and Δn
exp
Auger, can
be expressed from the underlying flux Φ(n) and the true
value of b as
ΔnexpTA =
Z
ΔΩ
dΩ Φ(n) ωTA(n)
ΔnexpAuger = b
Z
ΔΩ
dΩ Φ(n) ωAuger(n). (13)
From Equations (13), and from the set of a¯(0)`m coefficients, an
iterative procedure estimating at the same time b and the set of
a`m coefficients can be constructed as
b¯(k+1) = ΔNAuger
ΔNTA
R
ΔΩ dΩ Φ¯
(k)(n) ωTA(n)R
ΔΩ dΩ Φ¯(k)(n) ωAuger(n)
, (14)
where ΔNTA and ΔNAuger as derived in the first step are used
to estimate ΔnexpTA and Δn
exp
Auger, respectively, and Φ¯(k) is the flux
estimated with the set of a¯(k)`m coefficients.
Whether this iterative procedure finally delivers unbiased es-
timations of the set of a`m coefficients with a resolution obey-
ing Equation (11) can be tested by Monte-Carlo simulations.
10,000 mock samples are used here, with a number of events
similar to the one of the actual joint data set and with ingredients
corresponding to the actual figures in terms of total and direc-
tional exposures. Under these realistic conditions, the resolution
obtained on the b parameter is found to be '3.9%. The distri-
butions of the reconstructed low-order a¯10 and a¯20 multipole
coefficients, which are a priori the most challenging to recover,
are shown in Figure 5 after k = 10 iterations in the case of
an underlying isotropic flux of cosmic rays. The reconstructed
histograms are observed to be well-described by Gaussian func-
tions centered on zero and with a dispersion following indeed
Equation (11).
With exactly the same ingredients, the simulations can be
used to test the procedure with an underlying anisotropic flux
of cosmic rays, chosen here such that Φ(n) ∝ 1 + 0.1 Y10(n) +
0.1 Y20(n). Results of the Monte-Carlo simulations are shown
in Figure 6 for the specific a10 and a20 coefficients. Again, the
reconstructed histograms are observed to be well described by
Gaussian functions with parameters following the expectations.
Note that in practice, all results presented here are found to
be stable as soon as the number of iterations is k = 4.
Formally, the implementation of the cross-calibration pro-
cedure is not limited to the choice of the whole overlapping
declination band for the integration range ΔΩ in previous equa-
tions. The choice of the whole common band turns out to be,
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 5, in the case of an anisotropic input flux Φ(n) ∝ 1 + 0.1 Y10(n) + 0.1 Y20(n).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 7. Arrival directions of Auger (red points in the south hemisphere)
and Telescope Array events (black crosses in the northern hemisphere) above
1019 eV in equatorial coordinates, using a Mollweide projection.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
however, optimal in terms of resolution in b. A restriction of the
common declination band to, for instance, [−10◦, 10◦] would
lead to a resolution in b of '5%; while the use of the whole
sky would not bring any improvement for resolving better b.
In next sections, the cross-calibration procedure is thus applied
to the joint data set by using the whole overlapping region
for ΔΩ.
5. JOINT DATA ANALYSIS
All analyses reported in this section are based on a joint
data set consisting of events with energies in excess of roughly
1019 eV in terms of the energy scale used at the Telescope
Array by evaluating in the Auger data set the energy threshold
which guarantees equal fluxes for both experiments. We are
thus left here with 2130 events (795 in the common band) above
1019 eV from the Telescope Array and 11,087 (3435 in the
common band) above 8.5 × 1018 eV from the Pierre Auger
Observatory. The arrival directions are shown in Figure 7 in
equatorial coordinates using the Mollweide projection. Auger
data can be seen as the red points in the Southern hemisphere,
while Telescope Array ones are shown as the black crosses in
the Northern hemisphere.
The methodology presented in the previous section allows us
to estimate the multipole coefficients and to perform a rich series
Table 1
First Low-order Multipolar Moments and Their
Uncertainties (in Equatorial Coordinates)
` m a`m ` m a`m ` m a`m
−3 −0.022 ± 0.034
−2 0.038 ± 0.035 −2 0.030 ± 0.039
−1 −0.102 ± 0.036 −1 0.067 ± 0.040 −1 0.067 ± 0.037
1 0 −0.006 ± 0.074 2 0 0.017 ± 0.042 3 0 −0.027 ± 0.040
1 −0.001 ± 0.036 1 0.004 ± 0.040 1 0.009 ± 0.037
2 0.040 ± 0.035 2 −0.004 ± 0.039
3 −0.011 ± 0.034
of anisotropy searches by taking profit of the great advantage
offered by the full-sky coverage. After iterations, the coefficient
b is b = 1.011. Choosing to use nominal energies to build the
joint data set would lead to a different value for b (0.755) due to
the different statistics in the Auger data set (8259 events in total
instead of 11,087), but it will be shown in next section that this
choice impacts the physics results to only a small extent.
The normalization convention of the multipole moments used
hereafter is chosen so that the a`m coefficients measure the
relative deviation with respect to the whole contribution of
the monopole (i.e., the a`m coefficients are redefined such that
a`m →
√
4πa`m/a00).
5.1. Multipolar Analysis
The dipole, quadrupole, and octupole moments as derived
from the iterative procedure are reported in Table 1 in equatorial
coordinates together with their associated uncertainties calcu-
lated from Equation (11). None of these multipole coefficients
stands out as being significantly above the noise level.
The full set of multipole coefficients provides a comprehen-
sive description of the anisotropy patterns that might be present
in the data. A significance table for the coefficients up to ` = 20,
built simply by dividing each estimated coefficient by its corre-
sponding uncertainty, is reported in the left panel of Figure 8.
As it can be seen from the contrast scale, significance values
between −1 and 1 dominate the picture. Deviations close to
−3 and 3 stand at the expected level for isotropy, as shown in
the right panel. Hence, overall, the extraction of the multipole
coefficients does not provide any evidence for anisotropy.
5.2. Flux and Overdensities/Underdensities Sky Maps
To visualize the result of the multipolar expansion, a flux
sky map of the joint data set is displayed using the Mollweide
10
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Figure 9. Left: flux sky map in km−2 yr−1 sr−1 units, using a multipolar expansion up to ` = 4. Right: significance sky map smoothed out at a 15◦ angular scale.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
projection in the left panel of Figure 9, in units of
km−2 yr−1 sr−1. This map is drawn in equatorial coordinates. To
exhibit structures at intermediate scales, the expansion is trun-
cated here at ` = 4. Relative excesses and deficits are clearly
visible on a 15% contrast scale.
To quantify whether or not some contrasts are statisti-
cally compelling, a significance sky map of the overdensities/
underdensities obtained in circular windows of radius 15◦ is
shown in the right panel. The choice of the 15◦ angular scale is
well suited to exhibit structures at scales that can be captured
by the set of low-order multipoles up to ` = 4. Significances
are calculated using the widely used Li and Ma estimator (Li
& Ma 1983), S, which was designed to account for both the
fluctuations of the background and of an eventual signal in any
angular region searched,
S = ±
√
2
·
Non ln
(1 + αLM)Non
αLM(Non + Noff)
+ Noff ln
(1 + αLM)Noff
Non + Noff
¸1/2
, (15)
with Non the observed number of events in the angular region
searched, and Noff the total number of events. The sign of S
is chosen positive in case of excesses and negative in case of
deficits. On the other hand, since the background estimation
is not based here on any on/off procedure but can be instead
determined from the integration of the directional exposure in
the angular region searched, the αLM parameter expressing the
expected ratio of the count numbers between the angular region
searched and any background region is taken here as
αLM(n) =
R
dn0 ω¯(n0) f (n, n0)R
dn ω¯(n) , (16)
with f the top-hat filter function at the angular scale of interest.
In the absence of signal, the variable S is expected to be nearly
normally distributed. Hence, for positive (negative) values, S
(−S) can be interpreted as the number of standard deviations of
any excess (deficit) in the sky.
Overall, overdensities and underdensities obtained in circular
windows of radius 15◦ are well reproduced by the multipolar
expansion. Contrasts are not identical in all regions of the sky
due to the non-uniform coverage (high flux values in low-
exposed regions can lead to overdensities less significant than
lower flux values in higher exposed regions, and vice versa), but
the overall pattern looks similar between the two maps. From
the significance contrast scale in the right panel, it is clear that
there is no overdensity or underdensity standing above the 3
standard deviation level. The distribution of significances turns
out to be compatible with that expected from fluctuations of an
isotropic distribution.
5.3. Dipole and Quadrupole Moments
As outlined in the Introduction, although the full set of spher-
ical harmonic moments is needed to characterize any departure
from isotropy at any scale, the dipole and quadrupole moments
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Figure 10. Measured amplitudes for the dipole vector (left) and the quadrupole tensor (right), together with the distributions expected from statistical fluctuations of
isotropy.
Table 2
Amplitudes and Angles of the Dipole Vector and Quadrupole Tensor
Amplitude δ α l b
(%) (◦) (◦) (◦) (◦)
d 5.0 ± 1.8 3 ± 30 89 ± 22 204 −10
q+ 4.0 ± 1.8 −42 ± 41 46 ± 69 260 58
q− −5.3 ± 2.0 28 ± 22 106 ± 76 154 25
q0 1.3 ± 1.6 34 ± 29 354 ± 72 113 −5
are of special interest. For that reason, special emphasis is given
here to these low-order moments, in terms of a more traditional
and geometric representation than the raw result of the multipole
moments.
The dipole moment can be fully characterized by a vector with
an amplitude r and the two angles {δd, αd} of the unit vector d.
The quadrupole, on the other hand, can be fully determined
by two independent amplitudes {λ+, λ−}, two angles {δq+, αq+}
defining the orientation of a unit vector q+, and one additional
angle αq− defining the directions of another unit vector q− in
the orthogonal plane to q+. The full description is completed by
means of a third unit vector q0, orthogonal to both q+ and q−, and
with a corresponding amplitude such that the traceless condition
λ+ + λ0 + λ− = 0 is satisfied. The estimation of the amplitudes
and angles of the unit vectors from the estimated spherical
harmonic moments is straightforward (see the Appendix). The
parameterization of the low-order moments of the flux is then
written in a convenient and intuitive way as
Φ(n) = Φ0
4π
(1 + r d · n + λ+(q+ · n)2
+ λ0(q0 · n)2 + λ−(q− · n)2 + · · ·). (17)
The values of the estimated amplitudes and angles are given
in Table 2 with their associated uncertainties. The distributions
of amplitudes obtained from statistical fluctuations of simulated
isotropic samples are shown in Figure 10. The superimposed
arrows, indicating the measured values, are clearly seen to
stand within high probable ranges of amplitudes expected from
isotropy.
The dipole parameters, namely, the amplitude, declination
and phase, are observed to be compatible with previous reports
from both experiments (The Pierre Auger Collaboration 2011a,
2012, 2013; Tinyakov et al. 2012). It is worth noting this for
the phase αd of the dipole vector d: a consistency of phases in
adjacent energy intervals was also pointed out in the Auger
data (The Pierre Auger Collaboration 2011a, 2012). Given
that a consistency of phases is expected to manifest with a
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Figure 11. Angular power spectrum.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
smaller number of events than those required for the detection
of significant amplitudes, continued scrutiny of future data will
provide evidences of whether this phase consistency in both
hemispheres is indicative of a real anisotropy or not.
5.4. Power Spectrum
The angular power spectrum C` is a coordinate-independent
quantity, defined as the average |a`m|2 as a function of `,
C` = 12` + 1
X`
m=−`
|a`m|2. (18)
In the same way as the multipole coefficients, any significant
anisotropy of the angular distribution over scales near 1/`
radians would be captured in a non-zero power in the mode `.
Although the exhaustive information of the distribution of arrival
directions is encoded in the full set of multipole coefficients,
the characterization of any important overall property of the
anisotropy is hard to handle in a summary plot from this set
of coefficients. Conversely, the angular power spectrum does
provide such a summary plot. In addition, it is possible that for
some fixed mode numbers `, all individual a`m coefficients do
not stand above the background noise but meanwhile do so once
summed quadratically.
From the set of estimated coefficients a¯`m, the measured
power spectrum is shown in Figure 11. The gray band stands
for the rms of power around the mean values expected from
an isotropic distribution, while the solid line stands for the
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are indicated by the gray bands.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
99% confidence level upper bounds that would result from
fluctuations of an isotropic distribution. Overall, no significant
deviation from isotropy is found from this study.
6. CROSS-CHECKS AGAINST SYSTEMATIC EFFECTS
There are uncertainties in choosing the energy scales to be
used when building the joint data set, and/or in correcting the
energy estimator for instrumental effects, and these propagate
into systematic uncertainties in the measured anisotropy pa-
rameters. In this section, we choose to use the angular power
spectrum as a relevant proxy to probe the size of the systematic
effects investigated below.
Even though the cross-calibration of energies can be consid-
ered as a reasonable starting point for building the joint data
set, it is not a necessary input for the iterative procedure de-
scribed in Section 4. Using instead the nominal energies of each
experiment only results in a different balance between the two
nominal exposures obtained by requiring equal fluxes in the
common band through Equation (12). Then, the final anisotropy
parameters necessarily differ, but only slightly. This is evidenced
in Figure 12, where the points (and their statistical uncertainties)
of the power spectrum obtained previously are shown as the gray
bands for each moment `. The power spectrum obtained using
nominal energies is shown as the filled circles. The picture is in
global agreement, with only a few points standing at most one
standard deviation away.
As already mentioned in Section 2.3, some distortions are
imprinted in the event rate as a function of local angles by the
influence of the geomagnetic field on the development of the
showers. The importance of this effect depends on the weight
of the muonic component to the signal size. At the Pierre Auger
Observatory, this effect has been shown to induce significant
variations of the event rate in declination as soon as the total
number of events analyzed is of the order of 30,000 (The Pierre
Auger Collaboration 2011b) if the corrections of the energy
estimator discussed in Section 2.3 are not applied. Given the
current statistics above 1019 eV, the distortions are however
expected to be marginal for the specific analysis reported here.
This is evidenced by the power spectrum shown as the open
squares in Figure 12 obtained without applying the corrections
to the (cross-calibrated) Auger data set. All points are indeed
observed to be within the statistical uncertainties of the estimate
shown in Figure 11. Given the smaller statistics available in
the data set of the Telescope Array, and given that the size
of this geomagnetic effect is expected to be smaller due to
the lower weight of the muonic component to the signal size
with scintillators compared to water-Cherenkov detectors, this
provides support that the absence of energy corrections in the
data set of the Telescope Array does not impact on the results
presented in this report.
Note that the spread of the 99% confidence level line in
Figure 12 stands for the slightly different statistics which result
when using nominal or cross-calibrated energies to select all
events above 1019 eV.
7. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, an entire mapping of the celestial sphere has
been presented by combining data sets recorded at the Telescope
Array and the Pierre Auger Observatory above 1019 eV. The
unavoidable systematic uncertainty in the relative exposures has
been treated by designing a cross-calibration procedure relying
on the common region of the sky covered by both experiments.
This cross-calibration procedure makes it possible to use the
powerful multipolar analysis method for characterizing the sky
map of ultra-high energy cosmic rays. Throughout the series
of anisotropy searches performed, no significant deviation from
isotropy could be captured at any angular scale.
From the multipolar coefficient measurements performed
in this work, upper limits can be derived for any kind of
pattern. The ones obtained at 99% confidence level on the
dipole and quadrupole amplitudes are shown in Figure 13 as
a function of the direction in the sky, in Equatorial coordinates.
These upper limits have been obtained by searching for the
smallest values of dipole amplitude oriented in each direction
d and quadrupole amplitude oriented in each direction q+
guaranteeing that the reconstructed amplitudes in simulated
data sets are larger or equal to the ones obtained for real
data in 99% of the simulations. The different sensitivities
for each direction are caused by the different resolutions for
each reconstructed multipolar coefficient. Note that the upper
limits on the quadrupole amplitude pertain to a symmetric
quadrupole only (that is, a quadrupole with amplitudes such
that λ− = λ0 = −λ+/2) to keep the number of studied variables
manageable.
For the first time, the upper limits on the dipole amplitude
reported in Figure 13 do not rely on any assumption on the
underlying flux of cosmic rays thanks to the full-sky coverage
achieved in this joint study. With partial-sky coverage, similar
sensitivity could be obtained in this energy range but assuming
a pure dipolar flux (The Pierre Auger Collaboration 2012). In
addition, the sensitivity on the quadrupole amplitude (and to
higher order multipoles as well) is the best ever obtained thanks,
also, to the full-sky coverage.
The cross-calibration procedure designed in this study per-
tains to any combined data sets from different observatories
showing an overlap in their respective directional exposure func-
tions and covering the whole sky once combined. It is conceiv-
able to apply it in an energy range where the detection efficiency
is not saturated. Then, future joint studies between the Telescope
Array and the Pierre Auger collaborations will allow further
characterization of the arrival direction distributions down to
'1018 eV.
The successful installation, commissioning, and opera-
tion of the Pierre Auger Observatory would not have been
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Figure 13. Left: 99% confidence level upper limits on the dipole amplitude as a function of the latitude and longitude, in Equatorial coordinates and Mollweide
projection. Right: same for the amplitude of a symmetric quadrupole.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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APPENDIX
We provide in this appendix the transformation rules between
the multipole coefficients and the parameters of the dipole
vector and the quadrupole tensor. The multipole coefficients are
assumed to be calculated from arrival directions expressed in
equatorial coordinates. The Cartesian components of the dipole
vector d are related to the a1m coefficients through
dx =
√
3
a00
a11, dy =
√
3
a00
a1−1, dz =
√
3
a00
a10. (A1)
The amplitude d and directions δd and αd are then obtained
by
d =
q
d2x + d
2
y + d
2
z , δd = arcsin dz, αd = arctan dy/dx.
(A2)
The quadrupole can be described by a second order tensor Q
such that the flux can be expressed as
Φ(n) = Φ0
4π
Ã
1 + r d · n + 1
2
X
i,j
Qij ni nj
!
. (A3)
Q is a traceless and symmetric tensor. Its five independent
components are determined from the a2m by
Qxx =
√
5
a00
(
√
3a22 − a20), (A4)
Qxy =
√
15
a00
a2−2, (A5)
Qxz = −
√
15
a00
a21, (A6)
Qyy =
√
5
a00
(
√
3a22 + a20), (A7)
Qyz = −
√
15
a00
a2−1. (A8)
The other components are obtained by symmetry and from the
traceless condition (that is,Qzz = −Qxx−Qyy). The amplitudes
λ±,0 are then obtained as the eigenvalues of Q and the vectors
q±,0 as the corresponding eigenvectors.
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